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Alan Reid is the first Aboriginal student to graduate from Templeton Secondary
School with Principles of Math 12 which he completed in Grade 11 in 2012 and
Advanced Placement Calculus which he completed in 2013.
Alan has been accepted to the Math Honors
Degree program at UBC for September 2013.
His dream is to become a mathematician.
Alan is an Alumnus of the Summer Math
Camp funded by TD Bank and the “Language
of Mathematics” program, offered through
NEC in partnership with Dr. Rahael Jalan.
ALAN REID – Letter to Students in South Africa
I am called Alan Reid. My story begins in some hospital on
May 17th, 1995 in Vancouver, British Columbia, where I was
born a pudgy, but completely healthy child. Like my four
siblings, I was born with very simple characteristics. I was
born with two arms, two legs, two corresponding hands and
feet; but more interestingly, I was born with a standard brain.
My mother was not wealthy in any sense of the word; the
complete opposite, actually. Further, as infants, my siblings
and I lacked something very essential as a family (and as
humans): a home.
As deteriorating as my home is, I live in a relatively central location. There is a corner store nearby
where I always used to spend my overwhelming $2 allowance on candy. More importantly, my
elementary school is nearby. In my younger days I was actually thought to have a brain disability;
in other words, I was thought to be a stupid kid. I was put into classes below my capabilities.
While my friends were learning our grade level math I was one grade level below them.
You would be amazed how much effort is put into keeping students below their actual grade level.
I remember with extreme clarity how difficult it was for me to read a simple picture book. I
remember the copious amounts of emotion I underwent trying to long divide. I just could not grasp
the idea. I had so much trouble. I remember the embarrassment of not being able to spell
RACCOON correctly.
I remember those days of being neglected of knowledge.
In my final year of elementary, however, I somehow got into my grade level math. I believe it was
because my teacher allowed me to be in that class. She was very benevolent. With determination
and a fierce sense of competition I managed to always finish my work early, even though I wasn’t
always understanding the work. At this point I was only doing work to satisfy others.

After graduation from elementary school (our system is so lenient that even kids who fail
elementary school can graduate from it), I was offered to go to a certain summer school.
In this summer school I would learn math, English and exercise with other students. I didn’t know
it at the time but the math books I was working from were written by Rahael. It is criminal for me
not to be thankful for all of Rahael’s help.
With her books I suddenly understood math more smoothly. Keep in mind that I had major trouble
understanding long division a couple years prior to this summer school, so my progress was good.
I left that summer school with a good grade in math… but more importantly, I left that summer
school with an astronomical craving to learn. I realized that learning is quite easy.
Math itself is not difficult. What makes math difficult are bad or no teachers, and, of course, the
want to learn.
When I entered high school I was nervous. What would it be like? Would I be put into lower
classes like always? Will I be given easy work because I am Native? None of the above happened.
I was put into normal classes with kids my grade level. I wasn’t at the top of my classes, but I
wasn’t at the bottom either! When I finished my first year of high school I went to Rahael’s
summer school again. I learned a lot, did well in math and, at the beginning of my second year of
high school, I was put into a higher grade level math class. I did well. I wasn’t at the top of the
class, but I wasn’t at the bottom either. From this year onward (now my fifth and final year of high
school), I have been in MANY classes that are higher than my grade level. I have done well in them
(except for physics 11 and 12), and have learned A LOT. I am now taking AP Calculus: a
university course. I understand the material well. It is enjoyable (when there isn’t a lot of graphing
and approximations!). I help many of my classmates and friends with math. I surpassed my friends
from elementary school in math knowledge. I learned a lot. I am doing well. I plan on doing better.
Anyone can learn. It is easy… Considering you are given a chance. You have been given a
wonderful opportunity. Glean it. I am not a genius, wasn’t born a prodigy, my family is borderline
poor, my working conditions at home are poor, my school teachers don’t try their best to teach, yet
I find myself more intellectually developed than most people in my school—I am inclined to say
all, even the adults. I have gotten this far because I took advantage of the wonderful help from
Rahael.
Good work, fellow students. I hope to see you do well in further studies. Make big dreams, be
confident, and try your best. You will do wonderful things.
Alan Reid

Mufasa Gardner graduated from Templeton Secondary
School in June 2013 with Pre Calculus 12.
Mufasa Gardner and Alan Reid are the first two
Aboriginal students to graduate with academic Math 12
from Templeton Secondary School.
Mufasa is an Alumnus of the Summer Math Camp and
the “Language of Mathematics” program.
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MATH CAMP REFLECTIONS
*****
On reflection of the past 3 weeks, I‘ve
realized something. I’ve been somewhat
enjoying my time here.
The common stereotype for summer school is
“hell” and this has certainly been the opposite.
The people here are very nice and
enthusiastic, it’s a good learning environment,
and my brain doesn’t want to explode every
five minutes.
I think some practical uses for math in my
future(hopefully as a police officer, involve
calculating speeds/speed limits for traffic
violations, or even police communication
codes) Math may also come in handy for the
treacherous burden of paperwork. Sorry for
the shortness, but as I always say, “when it
comes to writing, I will not be forced to
think”.

*****
I’ve loved every second of this camp. I’ve
made a bunch of new friends, and made
more memories and learned and reviewed
all things math and English together.
I think that I will be able to switch back to
regular math instead of taking H.A.N.D
timetable classes or workplace and
applications. Becoming better in math and
knowing it is crucial in everyday life. It
helps out getting your diploma, when you
have math down, the possibilities are better.
This will help me improve all my skills and
will help me get my whatever. I want in the
world. Math applies to everything in life;
sports are especially useful for this. Battling
Avenger, points per game, rating, and a
bunch of other things you have to know. I
love everything about this camp.

*****
What I like about the math camp is that I get to
see the new friends I made everyday and get to
work with them. I actually think I’ll get a
better grade in math next year, before summer
started I barely knew my times tables. Now I
know most of them. I really don’t know how it
will help me when I’m older. I haven’t decided
what I’m going to be or where I’ll live. Math is
needed 24/7 well minus when you are
sleeping.

*****
Math is an essential part of life. I like the math
camp because it lets me focus in an
environment where everyone is there to learn
math.
In regular school, we get taught things whether
or not we are listening, and most of the time,
we are not. There are a lot of distractions in
regular school. I’ve learned to give my tests
my all and to not give up or doubt you.
For me, we were trying to do times tables, I
usually have an answer in my head right away
but I doubt myself and take longer to write it
out-then find out I was right all along,. Since
math camp, I’ve really thrived to get high
marks.

*****
What do I like about the math camp?
Where do I start? I love the workspace, the
atmosphere is full of energy and when it comes
down to business it’s not as stressful. It feel like
we are all in the same boat and the boat is a
yacht. We were all on a cruise. Well, at least I
like to imagine things that way. Plus, the fact
that NEC is built on an ancient pathway to
healing grounds(Stanley Park) makes it seem
like I’m on the right track or so to speak,. It’s
also pretty cool how both my mother and father
both went to NEC once upon a time together
and this is my 3rd year coming to this math
camp at NEC.
What have I learned and how will it help my
future goals?
I have learned plenty of math thanks to the help
of Rahael’s math camp./books. All the way
from fractions to my current quadratic
equations, my continuing studies will hopefully
assist my dreams to become a chef and open my
own restaurant in the lower mainland of
Vancouver. If it weren’t for Rahael, I might
have lost that dream a long time ago, She taught
me that math is needed for everyday situations,
not only for future careers,. Math and literacy, I
think are keys to success and I hope everybody
takes the opportunity.

*****
I was quite excited to come to NEC to get
into Outreach. I now feel very frustrated from
the work. I will continue to try.
I would be very happy if I complete this.
I like a lot about this camp. I really like the
people and staff here. I felt welcomed the
first day I arrived. I certainly, really will miss
the people and staff here. This camp has
helped me move into a better direction. After
high school I plan to go into college or
university to become a nurse.
To become a nurse I need to have grade 12
math. In outreach I plan to continue my math
so I can reach my goal of becoming a nurse.
*****
I like this math camp. The people here are
so nice..Everyone here really wants you to
succeed. Rahael and everyone here guides
you little tips on how to make your work
easier. I learned multiplication, decimals,
fractions and exponents and bedmas
After high school I would like to own my
own bakery. To make my own clothing line
I would need math to calculate how much
money to sell each goodie. I would also
need to know math so that I don’t throw
away too much money.

Every day, people use math. Sometimes
people don’t even know it. Such as paying
for a bag of chips.
*****
I think that the math camp is really improving
my math “skills”. I really enjoy all the teachers
that are helping with the math camp, I think
this math camp will help me out with my
future math classes. I think math is needed
every day, even when you play poker.

*****
I like the math camp because it helps me in my
class. It also let me put myself out there in the
summer because most kids are mostly likely out
partying all night and staying in bed all day
waking up at 3 or 4 pm.
Then there are the other kids that wake up early
just to play then they eat when they are starving
and go to the bathroom after holding it for the
longest time. When I hear I get to go to summer
school I think of it not being horrible but good
for me and my education. Also when I get to
meet know people and make more friends.
At first I thought it was going to be hard but at
the end of the week I found it fun and easy. I
also made friends I think one way to use math is
to count MONEY!!!!! I would have to say after
high school I didn’t think of what I would like
to do until I thought of what I love doing. I love
to sing when I’m at home with my family. I
would also like to act in movies or something.
*****
I liked getting a better understanding of math for
next year and years to come. I also liked
meeting new people through this camp and it
was also a more useful way to use my time this
summer.
I learned a lot of new things like my times
tables, least common multiple and powers. I also
learned a better way to write math and how to
do it better.
Math will help me because I want to become a
social worker or an engineer in the future and I
will need math.
You need math everyday for simple jobs like
counting your money, adding on sales tax on an
object. If your older and your putting down
payments on your house and car you need to
balance your money out so you’re not in debt.
You need math to cook because you need to
know how much of an ingredient to add to your
baking.

To sum things up, I liked the camp.
You need math everyday whether you
know it or not.
*****
I have really enjoyed math camp. I’ve
learnt and relearnt so much. I really like
math, every question is like a mini
puzzle. It’s been fun learning all the
terminology for the fractions and angles.
I used to really despise angles, but now
that I have a better understanding, they
are fun!
Math is used every single day. Without
even knowing it sometimes. I use math
to count my money, to add up my
grocery list, and to see what the taxes
will be. Even to like estimate how much
dinner we should make. Each night.
Measuring everything out. Also math is
used for time management. How much
time we have, use it wisely and make
sure everything and everyone is on track.
Math will help me with my future
because I want to go into business. I
know business has a lot of math
involved. Even the basic math helps a
lot. I know I’ll probably have an account
but I should be able to double guess and
estimate myself.

*****
Math camp, have to say it was good. The teachers here good too, at teaching helping and just being.
They understood almost everything. The addition, subtraction, multiplication, and the division of
fractions were pretty new as well as the short division. I sorta knew long division but coming to math
camp just refreshed my memory.
I enjoyed the math camp and learned a bunch math, it’s useful in life because its used in almost
everything such as shopping. Yeah. It’s fun if you know what you’re doing. You go to buy a new
summer outfit, at the mall and your likings say they have a deal for it “BUY ONE GET THE OTHER
ONE FOR FREE”. The outfit you choose first was $30.00 plus tax that probably be $31.02,and you
have $40.00 to spend then you’d get back would be $8.98. Because you paid for one outfit and got the
other one free because of the stores deal.

*****
Math camp is wonderful not only am I increasing my knowledge on my math skills, I get to make
some new friends and have a good time as well.
This camp I joined to be able to enter my next year of school with high expectations for myself or
my weakness. Math.
I strongly feel like this camp has increased my skills well enough to be on my own with math. I love
the help I received during the work lessons. For my future I would love to enter a university for a
practice that is yet still unknown to me. Even though I’m not sure on what I am doing with my life
yet, I am near positive that having taken this math course, it will help me achieve my goals and
thoughts of joining a university and completing a four years degree.
Though through my eyes I see math as a useless tool for my day to day lifestyle, it still is neededregardless even though I am not realize it, it still matters on the fact of starting a lifetime career that
will pay good and be enjoyable at the same time. Jobs today vary from needing basic highs school
practices to not needing anything but your resume. The way I see it, you spend the time to learn and
understand the knowledge, thus sing it in a job practice that requires the skills and equals good
money.

*****

Math is very important to everyday life. Math affects everything from everyday purchases to the
portions of food in any cooked dish. Math can be beneficial like knowing the payout on certain
gambling bets after you’ve won.
Math can be an annoyance like tax on your candy. In ten years I’ll need to know everything that
I’m learning right now in math camp because I aspire to be a chef or a cashier or an architect and
I will need lots of math to be able to get into the proper schooling for those careers.
*****
In math camp I liked the room we are in because it is nice and cold. Also I liked the opportunity
to strengthen my math skills and make new friends. I n these past few weeks I have not learned
a lot of new things, but I have learned a lot more strategic of how to do things more effectively.
As for help in the future it would help a lot in medicine with measurement and such. Also the
math should help with portioning food, dividing toys and of course teaching kids basic math.
Math is needed for almost everything from electronics to clothing. Math is almost like the basic
of everything in clothes math is the size (width, length, volume) also in electronics it is circuits.
Without math I would think that we would have very little.

LETTERS TO THE PREMIER…
Dear Premier Christy Clark,
I'm a 15 year old girl living in Vancouver B.C and I'd just like to say that I strongly disagree with the
Enbridge Gateway Pipeline. These are a few reasons why I do.
I could think of many reasons why I don't think the Enbridge project is right. One is the safety of our
environment, think of how much wild-life and nature that it will hurt. If this pipeline were to be built, our
eco-system will be destroyed because the pipelines will prevent the ability for plants/trees/vegetables to
grow. Without those things, there won't be a healthy eco-system. If there was a leak, there would be
consequences. There will be a big mess, if the animals come in contact with the oil they could lose their
lives, it will contaminate the water and the wildlife and humans won't be able to use the, now dirty,
water.
I think that keeping the Enbridge project up is not beneficial for the environment. Keeping the Enbridge
project up may provide money but it also costs a lot. We should be putting that money towards other
things, things like homeless shelters, food banks, schools and things that help our communities.
We only have earth, let’s treat it right!
Sincerely,
Destiny Hunter
*****
Dear Premier Christy Clark,

I strongly oppose bringing in the Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipeline.
As an Aboriginal, and a concerned citizen, I do not like the initial plan to build this massive pipeline that
goes through the great outdoors and rocks habitats and safe living environment for different species. It’s
not just me that’s opposed to this awful idea. it’s not just Aboriginal peoples. It’s 80% of Canadians that
don’t want this happening.
Last time I checked, that is more than 50% which means it’s the majority.
We have to start working towards the future and not just now. We need to look at the overall effect of this
on our grandkids, our species as a whole, and all the homeless animals. If the pipeline is put in place, all of
these things will be washed away for good.
Sincerely,
Trask Bryant

